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it will be an ideal platform right now to communicate. All necessary 

instructions will be posted in these groups and we shall keep you updated.  

Let me bring to your notice certain know-hows of RCJPS which would be 

a ready reckoner. 

1. ADMISSION AND DOCUMENTATION 

The submission of original documents is mandatory and hence the same 

will have to be submitted once travel restrictions are withdrawn and you 

are able to commute. The soft copies of the Transfer Certificate and other 

necessary documents may be sent to the school’s email ID 

(mail@christujayanthi.ac.in) on or before 06 JUNE 2021. 

2. NOTEBOOKS  

Your child will have to procure one notebook per subject for the time being 

from any nearby stationery store/supermarket. Refer Annexure for details 

of Notebooks etc. 

3. TEXTBOOKS  

Owing to the current scenario, e-books maybe used which can be 

downloaded from the NCERT website https://ncert.nic.in/textbook.php. 

They can either be used as pdf files or printed chapter-wise, according to 

the convenience of the students. Textbooks and record books are available 

at all H & C stores. The outlets also have the provision to door deliver the 

same if you wish to consider that option (Tele Booking No.: 9496334436). 

Kindly contact your nearest vendor as per the contact details given below. 

Post lockdown, books & materials can be directly procured from H & C 

outlets. Refer to the Annexure for the list of Textbooks and H&C 

outlets along with their contact details. 

4. WORKBOOKS/WORKSHEETS AND ASSIGNMENTS 

We have prepared level appropriate worksheets for all subjects, which will 

be given from school. You can collect these on a later date (Dates will be 

informed). Tremendous effort has been put into the preparation of the same 
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MICROSOFT TEAMS 

Technical Mandates  

 Laptop/Smart phone/desktop with webcams 

 Headphones with MIC 

Network Requirements  

 Minimum 2Mbps Speed 

Step 1:  

Downloading link: https://www.microsoft.com/en-in/microsoft-

365/microsoft-teams/download-app 
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